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Advance Praise 

“Regardless what you do in life, your ability to find and cultivate a balanced 
voice will to a great degree determine your success. Communication is 
everything. I spent almost 20 years in a Fortune 100, coaching and 
mentoring many along the way. One thing that holds back many emerging 
leaders is knowing when to speak up and when to listen. Good 
communication skills are more vital today than ever, especially in a 
world where so much of it is automated, quick, taken out of context, 
and not done in person. If you have ever been told that you’re too 
outspoken or too quiet, Marilyn has built a wonderful system to help 
professionals, leaders, and coaches communicate more effectively.” 

—Jacob Morris,  Founder, Discover Your Values 

“As a coach with 24 years of experience and former faculty member of 
three coaching schools, I still gained concrete applications to mastering 
the fine line of direct communication through Marilyn's vivid 
metaphors and examples. Her stories are helpful and I love the 
‘Directometer’ and see how helpful it will be to use with clients. I like the 
idea of asking clients how direct they would like a coach to be. And this can 
be used in personal lives as well.” 

—Margie Summerscales Heiler, MS, MCC, CEC 

“Marilyn’s powerful and purpose-driven content on How to Directly 
Communicate without Crossing the Line gave me a deeper 
understanding and the know-how to courageously be direct in order to cut 
to the heart of the matter without crossing a line.  It is respectful to ask 
permission and to save people time by sharing what we see with a 
compassionate edge.”  

—Alyson Jane McEvoy MBA, ACC 

"Marilyn's DIRECT model is a meaty method for communicating directly 
and effectively connecting concept to applicability with powerful story 
examples.”  

—Erik Crew, MA, ACC, Leadership Development Consultant 
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DEDICATION  

For the coaches, leaders and teams I am privileged to partner with who 
courageously continue to master the Communication Directometer for 
greater, respectful impact. 
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Introduction: How to Successfully Walk the Fine Line 
Between Being Too Direct or Too Indirect 

Do you find yourself on the thin line of wanting to be direct without 
crossing the line into being too directive where you lose clients, 
direct reports (internal coach leaders), and fail your coaching exam? 
“Applicant will NOT receive a passing score if: Coach’s communication 
reflects an agenda or directing of any kind by the coach.” (MCC or Master 
Certified Coach expectation, ICF Core Competency table). 

I find many coaches are afraid of crossing the line and may ignore this 
powerful, misunderstood, underutilized competency, decreasing their 
impact. Coaches coming to our programs may be afraid they are either not 
direct enough (due to a lack of confidence and/or cultural messages about 
not speaking up) or too direct or directive (personality and/or cultural 
patterns can lead to not providing enough space for the client to speak and 
for them to listen or stepping into another role such as teacher, trainer). 
Where do you see your level of directness? 

I want to simplify the process for you and partner with you to sharpen your 
direct communication edge to get the best results for you, your clients, and 
your coaching exam. This is my reason for creating a seven session 
coaching course on this topic and teaching it since 2013. 

One example of how this may show up for your clients: Just back from 
Ethiopia for a Leadership Coaching Summit, we found that female leaders 
there walk the same fine line as they do in my own US state. They may be 
asked or feel compelled to speak up more directly, yet are easily drowned 
out by male voices or even criticized for speaking up too much. This 
cultural message may even be getting in your way of directly 
communicating in your coaching for greater impact and service. 

How do you and your clients find that “just right” level of direct 
communication? 
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Our course and this publication is based on our acronym for being 
successfully DIRECT, with a chapter (and class) for each tool: 

• Dealing with Uncertainty 

• Intuition: accessing and communicating it 

• Recognizing and managing Cultural Differences* 

• Expanding Perspectives 

• Clear, “Compassionate Edge” Feedback 

• Transforming through Magical Metaphors 

In our VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous) world we crave 
certainty. Yet besides the danger of moving to being too directive 
(decreasing ownership, results and impact), some confuse being direct with 
being rude (what is acceptable for one culture may be considered rude in 
another), which may result in losing clients, business, direct reports, with a 
negative impact on the bottom line. 

Others, maybe even your clients, may bully people and try to excuse it by 
calling it “direct”. Part of the International Coach Federation definition of 
Direct Communication (1 of the 11 Core Coaching Competencies) is “Uses 
language appropriate and respectful to the client,” which is the opposite of 
bullying and varies according to culture. 

“90% of leading executives from 68 countries identify intercultural 
skills as among the most important capabilities required to remain 
competitive.”– Ang, Van Dyne, & Rockstuhl. Coaches need to learn this 
as well to stay on the edge. Cultural differences can include gender as 
mentioned and also generation, nationality, ethnicity, region, religion, etc.  

As a Leadership Executive and Team Coach, Trainer, Mentor Coach and 
Coaching Supervisor, I see the coaches and leaders I work with struggling 
to find this balance between being too directive or too indirect. We know 
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that the best results occur when our clients and/or direct reports come up 
with their own ideas and solutions rather than our telling them what to do, 
because they will be more committed. (This can work in personal 
relationships as well!) 

“The coach creates sufficient space for the client to have equal or more 
communication time than the coach,” is one of the markers of Master 
Certified Coach (MCC) level Direct Communication.  And it works for 
everyone—balance the amount of time you are communicating with 
allowing space and time for others to communicate.  I notice a big 
difference in beginning and more experienced coaches in this regard, and it 
was one of my reasons for creating the class as well as this publication. 
Beginning coaches can ask so many questions it can wear out their clients! 

I look forward to partnering with you to master this competency! Imagine 
yourself directly communicating with confidence in a way that honors your 
clients (internal, external and/or teams) and provides the greatest positive 
impact for them, as well as acing your coaching performance assessment. 

Note: Each chapter, including this introduction, includes a Youtube link for 
viewing the accompanying vlog (video blog) with closed caption. 
Introduction: https://youtu.be/NkzRTbI46ZU 
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Chapter 1: Dealing with Uncertainty: How to Successfully 
Communicate while Uncertain 

We celebrate freedom in the US and many places around the world. 
Yet in our VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, Ambiguous) World, we 
are not free of ambiguity. We crave certainty, clarity, directness (some 
personalities and cultures more than others). Stepping into leadership as a 
leader or a coach requires increasing tolerance for and skills for dealing 
successfully with ambiguity (Ambiguity = murky, foggy, unclear). How do 
you successfully, directly communicate when uncertain, maybe even afraid 
of what to say next? 

Imagine your organization or your coaching clients’ are in the process 
of merging with another organization. Or are downsizing. Or the new 
CEO has announced an upcoming reorganization. Productivity and 
profitability need to stay in place, while expectations are in flux and 
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employees (maybe even you!) are unsure of whether they will retain their 
position, or your coaching contract. 

Anxiety runs high (maybe even yours!). It is literally hard to think clearly 
and make good decisions because when we are living in fear, our 
amygdala (brain’s emotional center) has been “hijacked”. Our bodies get 
the message it is time for fight or flight and we feel our heart racing, our 
stomach or shoulders clenched, sweat forming on our brow. 

Others are looking to us—the leader, coach, facilitator, trainer for clear 
answers, and we do not have them! Can you relate? 

What to do? 

How do you directly, successfully communicate while uncertain and 
immersed in the fog of ambiguity? 

1. Before taking any action, pause and take a deep breath! (Get 
centered.) This powerful, simple step will literally move the blood flow 
from the emotional center of your brain, where you experience fear 
(the amygdala), to the part of your brain, the neocortex, from which 
you can think and make decisions more clearly. My website has a 
brief Centering for Effectiveness video which will walk you through a 
few minute centering exercise with deep breathing. Remember, as a 
coach you are not expected to have all the answers: you are 
helping your clients discover their answers, with more how to 
ideas in the chapters that follow. This pause will help you shift your 
focus back onto your client. 

2. Think about where you are clear and unclear. 

3. With your system (i.e. team, organization, client/coach 
partnership) acknowledge the ambiguity, what is unclear. You may 
experience some resistance, believing you (the leader, the expert, 
the coach) should be clear about all things all the time! That is not 
our current reality. Sometimes situations are ambiguous for a period 
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of time. I invite you to remember: Out of chaos can come innovation. 
This will not last forever, and good can come from it. Remember 
and acknowledge your and your client’s, and the system’s 
strengths. (See more on acknowledgments in Chapter 4.) 

4. Ask yourself and others: “What is clear? What is unclear? What do 
we need? What requests are missing?” One of my favorite quotes is: 
“When you come to the edge of all the light you have known and are 
about to step into the darkness, FAITH is knowing one of two things 
will happen…There will be something to stand on or you will be 
taught how to fly.” (As a coach, I see myself as partnering with 
coaches and leaders as they step into the unknown.) This step will 
move the conversation from fears, assumptions and office rumors to 
filling those ambiguous gaps with real information. Unconscious bias 
can sometimes be at the root of assumptions; this is a good time to 
bring them into awareness and manage them. (See bonus, WHAT 
Did You Just Say?! for more about identifying and managing bias) 

5. Explore and then commit to what it is you want to do as a system 
given the situation. One of my clients came to each session with a 
long list of what she wanted to accomplish in each coaching session 
and wanted to make many action commitments in each session. We 
had a conversation exploring and clarifying reasonable expectations 
of herself and our coaching. 

6. Clarify expectations, telling others within the system and beyond 
what you need, making requests. One of my leader clients, after her 
request for additional resources was denied and we had explored 
options and consequences, decided to explore with her boss which 
expectations to prioritize as it was clear her team could not 
successfully deliver on all expectations with the current resources.  

You just learned how to successfully communicate while uncertain. 
Congratulations!  
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What will you put into practice when you are uncertain? How will you 
use this process to help your clients navigate uncertainty? 

The “fog” of ambiguity both makes us uncomfortable and opens the door 
for dramatic shifts, innovation and new ways of thinking that lead to giant 
steps forward for greater impact. 

Youtube video link with closed caption: https://youtu.be/2gZCOBksYVI 
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Chapter 2: Intuition: How to Use Intuition to Keep Your 
Competitive Edge and Potentially Save Your Business 

Why use intuition? In our world of information bombardment, the ability to 
make quick decisions leading to desired results is crucial. The capacity to 
quickly size up a situation and recognize the best course of action without 
analyzing is intuition. That rapid, 2 second decision making can be life- 
and business-saving, as Malcolm Gladwell wrote in Blink, giving 
firefighters as an example. 
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Consider when things have not gone well and the cause may have been 
not following your intuition or failing to communicate it. 

“Blink”: quickly check in with your intuition, then communicate it for 
results. 

Recently promoted leaders I coach who have been used to thoroughly 
researching before finding solutions discover they need to learn to rely on 
intuition to make decisions more quickly. Complexity theory invites us to 
continually scan the system to pick up patterns beginning to emerge to stay 
competitive and effective. 

I shared my intuition with one such leader: “I get the sense you are carrying 
a lot of weight on your shoulders,” and then checked in to see if that fit for 
her. It did, and we explored ways she could alleviate that weight, which 
included speeding up her decision making by relying more on her own 
intuition, as well as increasing delegation. She reported not only greater 
effectiveness and ease at work; she said our coaching led to her cancelling 
her back surgery! As she let go of the weight she was carrying as a leader, 
she no longer experienced the back pain that had led to scheduling the 
back surgery.  

I train, mentor (since 2003) as well as supervise coaches to communicate 
their intuition to help their clients quickly get to the "heart of the matter," the 
core. How? By noticing cues-physiological, emotional, spiritual and patterns 
based on experience. "Detecting patterns from random noise," as Penny 
Mavor's study states or as Gladwell does in Blink, through “thin-slicing”-
unconsciously filtering through an overwhelming number of variables for 
the very few relevant factors based on very narrow slices of experience. 

In other words, intuition guides us in which information to pay attention to. It 
answers questions like “What is going on? Which way to go?” It can help 
“cut to the chase,” and prevent “missing the boat.” 
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Successful leaders and coaches demonstrate the importance of 
recognizing and communicating intuition to more quickly get to the heart of 
the matter. 

How are you directly communicating your intuition? It takes courage 
to speak your intuition.  Formerly undervalued or dismissed, intuitive 
intelligence is now recognized and encouraged not only in coaching but 
also in organizations that desire the competitive edge. 

I invite you to: 

1. Let go of your fear of not having analyzed all the data, not being 
100% sure before making a decision.  

2. Learn to trust and communicate your intuition. Then check in to see 
how it is received. Does it fit for your coaching client? 

3. Research supports starting from a centered, focused, mindful, 
present state with a “quiet mind” and letting go of overthinking and 
fear. (See how to center video on my website) 

4. Experiment with your intuition to build your confidence in your 
intuition. 

Intuition: “Blink” + Speak = Results! 

“Blink“: check in with your intuition, then communicate it with a check in for 
positive, even business-and life-saving Results. 

Coaching note: Intuition is expected not only with the Direct 
Communication coaching competency, and also with Coaching Presence 
and Active Listening competencies.  

How are you utilizing and communicating your intuition in your 
coaching? 

Youtube link with closed caption: https://youtu.be/sWTUCfurzQg 
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Chapter 3: Recognizing and Managing Cultural Differences: 2 
Keys to Ensuring Your Direct Communication is “Ideal” for 

Successful Impact on the Directometer

 

Take a lesson from Goldilocks.  You do not want your communication to 
be too direct (her porridge was “too hot”), getting burned (losing business), 
or too indirect (“too cold”), also risking losing business. How do you 
discover what is the cultural “just right” level on the Direct Communication 
“directometer*” with your clients, customers, stakeholders? 

My grand-dog Trek, who I am staying with this week, responds to firm, 
direct commands, like "sit!" (sometimes). But that does not always work 
with humans! 

How one of my coaches almost lost my business: I felt myself 
squirming in my chair, feeling impatient, my attention drifting, watching the 
minutes tick away as I listened to my laid back, West Coast coach catch 
me up on his life and ask about mine in the opening 15 minutes of our 
coaching session (too “cold” for me!). 

“While I care about you and wish you well, our time together is valuable to 
me, and I want to get right to my coaching goals at the beginning of our 
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sessions, ” I finally told him. We were on different points of the direct 
communication directometer, based on our cultures. I chose to speak up 
rather than fire him. 

*Direct Communication Directometer: A term I invented in my Direct 
Communication class, a survey measuring how ideal your direct 
communication is. Click here to take the Directometer survey. 

What I learned from my Korean and Japanese clients:  The intent of the 
meeting is more implied within a series of formal greetings, I noticed as I 
heard my Korean coaching students and mentees coach each other. To ask 
immediately in an initial meeting, “What do you want from this 
meeting?” (which is what I want from my coach) could be considered rude 
and offensive (too hot!). It can take several meetings of establishing trust to 
get to goals.  

This may vary based on generation, personality, seniority and how much 
they work with Westerners and can also apply within cultural groups in 
North America. One of my coaching contracts, with United Nations leaders, 
gives coachees the option for a half hour introductory meeting for 
establishing trust and intimacy or simply “jumping in” to the coaching. 

Before I started Executive Coaching for a Japanese organization, I asked, 
"Do you want me to show up my normal Western direct self or adjust my 
communication to less direct?" Their reply: "We want you to be direct, 
because our leaders work in a global environment." If I had not asked, I 
could have lost business.  If I was too direct and they were not expecting 
or wanting that, I could have been viewed as rude and offensive. Also if I 
had not asked and decided without communicating to adjust my 
communication to less direct, that would not have been what they hired me 
for and again, I could have lost the business. 

2 key points: 

1. Find out what your client/customer/stakeholder’s cultural 
preference is on the direct communication directometer: how direct to 
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be in your communication. How?  Ask them as well as learn about their 
culture.  This is also true of corporate culture: check out the preferred 
level of direct communication when you join a new team, organization (the 
team and organization’s may not be the same!), or begin working with a 
new client, or are designing a product or service for your market. One of my 
coaching supervisees had not clarified this with the coaching sponsor, in 
her case, HR, and ran into an ethical dilemma when the sponsor told the 
coach not to tell her client that the client was going to be fired when she 
came back from leave. 

2. Saving grace: Besides my own cultural preference for directness, my 
West Coast coach had, in writing and verbally, invited me to speak up if 
something was bothering me, which I did. Again, this prevented him from 
losing my business. 

Will an indirect communicator speak up, even with this permission? 
 Possibly not. The wise coach, leader, or business owner will initiate a 
conversation by asking, “How do you want to start our meetings? How do 
you establish trust? How will I know if I have crossed a communication line 
with you?”, etc.  

Note: some coaching clients would not tell you that you have crossed a 
line: that would be experienced as rude or offensive. They might let you 
know they would be silent, and that would be a signal for you to check in 
regarding your level of directness and any adjustments that need to be 
made. 

How will you determine the culturally ideal level of direct 
communication on the “directometer” for maximum impact and 
service? 

Youtube video with closed caption: https://youtu.be/2DOrDcA2W6U 
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Chapter 4: Expanding Perspectives: Splash or Slap in the 
Face? How to use CQ Direct Communication to  

Shift Perspectives 
 

“Time to update your self-image!” came across like a refreshing 
splash of cool water, an invigorating wake up call rather than a slap in 
the face to one of my Leadership Coaching clients. Being groomed to 
move up the corporate ladder, his earlier image of himself was getting in 
the way of success.  His 360 Assessment results showed a clear mismatch 
between his self-image and how others saw him. Time for direct 
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communication to shift perspectives! Plus of course checking in on my 
client’s response to my direct communication. 

In this case, others saw this leader much more positively than he did 
himself. While his need to update his image to a more positive one was 
carried over from the past, our VUCA world (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, 
Ambiguous) can cast doubt, eroding confidence in even the most self-
assured. 

“You are committed.  You are bright.  You are innovative. You are eager. 
You are successful. You are appreciative.” I was able to authentically 
scatter these powerful “You are” direct communications throughout our 
Leadership Coaching as his strengths were further revealed in our 
sessions.“You take responsibility that leads to results.” “You value 
service and excellence,” I was able to add. 

My direct communication led to a shift in my coaching client’s 
perception of himself, which had been based on a disability he had 
struggled with as a teen.  He learned to take in my and his colleagues’ 
positive feedback and update his self-image. This freed him to let go of 
his need for perfection, which was dangerously slowing down his written 
communication response time, and paved the way for his move up the 
corporate ladder.  

“You embody gentle strength” has been communicated to me since 
graduate school in my early 20’s.  That quality comes in handy in 
delivering direct communication as I provide that firm launching pad that 
travels with you through this VUCA world as a Leadership, Team and 
Mentor Coach and Supervisor. 

2 Step to Directly Communicate to Shift Perspectives: 

1. CQ Direct communication to shift perspectives.  In this case it was 
“Time to update your self-image!” To be effective, this is always “speaking 
the truth with love” in a way that the receiver can use it. (a cold water 
splash, not a slap in the face; it can be the compassionate edge from the 
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next chapter). It needs to be culturally appropriate (CQ, Culturally 
Intelligent) and respectful, which means it will pay off for you to be aware of 
your own and others' culture when you communicate. 

2. Powerful “You are” direct communications: “You are 
_____” (positive) shifts perspective to “I am further along than I thought—I 
have the needed strengths to accomplish my goals!” increasing confidence 
and decreasing fear that can otherwise get in the way of success. 
Coaching builds on strengths. You can use this with yourself too! 

How will you use direct communication to shift perspectives? 

Youtube link including closed caption: https://youtu.be/QzApnIVRWlA 
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Chapter 5: Clear, “Compassionate Edge” Feedback: How to 
Deliver Powerful Feedback Results by  
Combining the "Lion and the Lamb” 

 
“You seek a culture of trust, yet you do not trust yourself. How will 
you establish trust with yourself?”  Startled to hear “you do not trust 
yourself”? I delivered this "Compassionate Edge" Direct Communication 
Feedback to a Leadership Coaching Client. She wanted to establish a 
culture of trust in her office with the goal of her staff following through with 
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their commitments, yet she was not living up to her own commitments to 
herself. 

What made this direct communication feedback compassionate? 
Speaking from my heart.  I really do care about and want the best for the 
Executives, Leaders, Teams and Coaches I work with. When you come 
from that position, people know. It is reflected in the all important 
nonverbals, including tone of voice, either neutral or encouraging. Note 
also I did not criticize or accuse the client of being untrustworthy. Feedback 
I have received since my early twenties is "gentle strength", like combining 
the lion and the lamb. 

My coaching client’s lack of follow through with herself was not only 
impacting her personally; her office situation mirrored her own personal 
struggle. This is not uncommon! 

What is Compassionate Edge feedback (a type of Direct 
Communication)?  A brief, laser-like statement that gets to the heart of the 
matter, providing a direct challenge. While compassionate and empathetic, 
it may not be considered “ nice” (as in Nice Girls Don't Get the Corner 
Office). 

My Executives, Leaders, Teams and Coaches are working with me on their 
Direct Communication and Feedback.  In particular, they are learning to 
pause to consider their audience and how their communication and 
feedback might land before delivering it, keeping cultural differences in 
mind (CQ). 

When is Compassionate Edge Feedback given? While it may be 
preferable and feel more comfortable to deliver it after a trusting 
relationship is established, depending on the audience/culture, it may be 
called for even during contracting and initial meetings. Such was the case 
with this client who first contacted me on the trust issue regarding coaching 
someone in her office to work with them on their commitments and I said, 
"Let's start with you. As the leader, you set the tone." 
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Back to this leader we started with. When she cleaned up her commitments 
(and therefore increased trust) with herself, what do you think happened? 
Right! Her increased ability to trust herself positively impacted her office, 
resulting in trust (and profit), blossoming as well as clearing up some things 
in her personal life, including her commitments to herself to eat healthy and 
exercise. 

When, how, with whom will you use the Compassionate Edge? 

Youtube video with closed caption: https://youtu.be/69naMeMUjnk 
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Chapter 6: Transforming through Metaphors:  
Backdoor to the Brain 

“Imagine a Tarzan like vine dropping down from heaven that will take you 
from the brown, barren mountain you have described to the lush, green 
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mountain where you want to be. What is that vine?” I asked the coaching 
client, using her “magical” metaphor. 

“Oh, I know! It is something already available I had forgotten about!  I 
had not included it in the list of ideas I had come up with and asked you to 
help me prioritize,” she said. 

Our brains resist ideas that can lead to disruptive change—“danger, 
danger!” the alarms go off. Metaphors serve as a “back door to the brain”, 
bypassing the “danger” signals around change, by linking the familiar with 
the unfamiliar.  

A coach not trained in or experienced with metaphor might have missed 
this and instead stayed with their long list of “to-dos” to get a client from 
their current to their desired state of prosperity. The results are not the 
same! 

This solution, which the client came up with, filled her with hope. It was 
something already within her reach, an inspiring single solution rather than 
an exhaustive list of action items. 

How do you tap into this magic? 

1. Listen for metaphors. Research shows they occur every 6 minutes in 
our conversations! How many have you noted in this publication? 

2. Use the other person’s metaphor, as I did in this example, and pair it 
with a powerful question, for powerful results! 

Note: If I had switched to a metaphor that was meaningful for me, like an 
ocean crossing, it would not have had the same effect as using the 
coaching client’s metaphor. This supports the principle of considering your 
audience before you speak, including cultural differences, which we 
explored in Chapter 3. 

Youtube link with closed caption: https://youtu.be/ErknNnukoq0 
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Conclusion 

Congratulations on your progress in Directly Communicating without 
Crossing the Line! You are moving from fear and uncertainty about being 
too direct or not direct enough to confidently utilizing this competency in 
your coaching for greater impact, success, and ease. 

You have further developed your DIRECT Communication: 

• Dealing with Uncertainty 

• Intuition: identifying and communicating it 

• Recognizing and managing Cultural Differences 

• Expanding Perspectives 

• Clear, “Compassionate Edge” Feedback 

• Transforming through Magical Metaphors 

I would love to hear from you what you are applying and the difference it 
makes in your coaching and for your clients. 

You can further connect with me through social media as well as my weekly 
blog, posted on my website, and subscribing to our monthly Unlock 
Potential newsletter, where I highlight one of the blogs as well as additional 
resources, articles and opportunities designed to further your coaching 
development. 

www.linkedin.com/in/marilynohearne 
www.facebook.com/CoachMarilynOh 
ICF Coaching Think Tank Facebook Group-ask to join 

You know your coaching clients hire you in part because they can transform 
more quickly with you as their supportive, challenging partner. 

I offer you three ways to partner with me to further unlock your potential, so 
you can do the same with your coaching clients for even greater impact. 
You can choose group or individual for the latter opportunities. 
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1. Communicate Directly without Crossing the Line: 7 session, 7 hour ICF 
Continuing Coach Education, with practice and feedback 

2. Culturally Confident Credentialing Mentor Coaching Program, 10 hours 
ICF Mentor Coaching + 10 Hours CCE + opportunities for additional 
CCEs + the added cultural edge, making it like a 2 for 1. 

3. Global Coaching SUPERvision When you want to develop as a coach 
beyond the coaching competencies. Up to 10 ICF CCE available every 
renewal cycle. Required for some coaching contracts. 

I look forward to our continued connection! 

Marilyn O’Hearne MA MCC 
CQ Potential Unlocker 
www.marilynoh.com 
marilyn@marilynoh.com 
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About the Author: Marilyn O’Hearne, MA MCC 

With Marilyn acting as their visionary thought partner, 
coaches, leaders and teams move from the uncertainty 
of our rapidly changing, culturally complex world to the 
clarity, focus, confidence and innovation needed to 
unlock potential so all can live in prosperity and peace 
(her vision).  

By identifying and developing strengths, renewing vision 
and focus, coaches, leaders and their organizations 
achieve sustainable goals with expanded capacity rather 
than burn out and loss. With her big picture, systemic approach, her 
centered listening and honest, compassionate truth telling, trust and fresh 
perspectives are quickly generated. 

A globally experienced coach since 1998 (40+ countries), mentor coach 
since 2003, certified coaching supervisor and popular speaker, Marilyn is a 
recognized thought leader in the areas of direct communication as well as 
unconscious bias, CQ and EQ (cultural and emotional intelligence), 
authoring Breaking Free from Bias, as well as contributing to Law and 
Ethics in Coaching (“The Intersection of Culture and Ethics”). 

Her experience includes EthicalCoach Ethiopia, Coaching United Nations 
leaders, Adjunct Professor of Organizational Behavior and International 
Business in Hong Kong and Malaysia, living in Brazil and Spain and 
serving as Director of Education for a nonprofit (NGO) in Brazil as well as 
six years as Director, Global Board for the International Coach Federation 
and two years for the Association of Coach Training Organizations. 

“It is impossible to not work interculturally!” Marilyn says, when you 
consider generational, gender, ethnicity and other differences. She 
understands the costly business losses that can stem from unconscious 
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bias and lack of CQ and how to prevent them in order to become the coach 
you are meant to be. 

Marilyn’s innovative CQ coaching and coaching supervision programs 
result in enhanced cultural and coaching competencies with increased 
confidence, ease and an added marketplace edge for greater impact. 

“90% of leading executives from 68 countries identify intercultural skills as 
among the most important capabilities required to remain competitive.”– 
Ang, Van Dyne, & Rockstuhl. 
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Bonus Chapter 1: WHAT Did You Just Say?  
Challenging Communication 2 Step 

Have you ever felt like walking away from a conversation, or screaming, 
"WHAT did you just say?" My HR colleague, Randy Woehl, provides 
another communication option, which I follow up with a second challenging 
communication step. 

When Randy hears a limiting statement like, "Latinas do not belong in the 
board room because they are just not that business minded," he invites the 
person to substitute "Latina" (or Human Resource professionals, or women 
or whatever group is being targeted) with their own cultural identity. 

So if Randy's counterpart is a white male, he would say, "White males do 
not belong in the board room because they are just not that business 
minded." This builds empathy, a key ingredient for success in our diverse, 
interconnected world. 
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Randy has just demonstrated four of the IMPACT steps from my Breaking 
Free from Bias book: Identify, Manage and Communicate about bias, with 
Accountability. Randy, you demonstrate high CQ (cultural intelligence) 
through your communication technique and use your higher rank for the 
greater good. 

Want an alternative, or to take your communication a step further without 
crossing the line? 

You can pull the person aside and say, "When you talk about ____ (cultural 
group, in this case, Latinas) in this way you can decrease our profitability 
by up to 35%.  I have been remiss in not addressing this with you earlier, 1

and I want to resolve this." 

This step's direct communication success formula  is: 2

1. This is the effect of your communication 

2. Here is what my part has been 

3. Intent to resolve 

4. Listen to their response 

The next time you feel like walking away or exploding with, "WHAT did you 
just say?" I invite you to experiment with one or both of these 
challenging communication steps instead to decrease costly conflict and 
talent loss, increasing prosperity. 

Leaders, HR professionals, coaches, are you committed to increasing your 
cultural intelligence and prosperity? I invite you to apply for an 
#unlockpotential strategy session with me to explore your best approach. 

 “Diversity Matters", McKinsey Report, 2015
1

 Based on my concise blend of Fierce, Crucial and Nonviolent Communication models 2
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I look forward to your comments including the results of your experiments 
with these two challenging communication steps. They combine two of my 
favorite speaking, writing and coaching topics: “How to Directly 
Communicate without Crossing the Line” as well as Breaking Free from 
Bias. 

Youtube video with closed caption:https://youtu.be/3YyJCCALsmM 
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Bonus Chapter 2: You Need to Speak Up! 

As a leader or coach, you want the greatest impact for you, your 
organization and its stakeholders, to maximize income by maintaining your 
edge and avoiding loss of business, talent, and market share.  

Yet the self doubt and even sometimes fear that arises from working in our 
Volatile, Uncertain, (culturally) Complex and Ambiguous world can get in 
your way. Our rapidly changing world can be unnerving for even 
established leaders, and more so for emerging or new leaders who are still 
finding their way. When an overnight tweet can affect the stock market and 
balance of world power that trickles down to your organization, it can be 
frightening. 
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“…the most important resource you have under your control for 
navigating this complexity is your leadership mindset – the collection 
of beliefs, values, assumptions and experiences, often unconscious, that 
inform how you interpret your world and take action.”  reports The South 3

China Morning Post. 

I believe you can transform from self-doubt to confidence like Sophia 
and her organization. Let’s take a look at their journey through a Cultural 
Intelligence lens while you discover what you can apply for even greater 
impact and income while confidently staying on the cutting edge. 

Sophia’s boss saw her potential and told her, “You are not speaking up 
enough!”  In order to be the leader their organization required to move 
them forward, she needed to learn to step into her own power and 
influence. And if you have listened to or heard me before, you know when I 
talk about power that I mean shared power, not “power over” at the 
expense of others. 

When I asked about her culture, Sophia shared she was raised in the rural 
US where women were in the background. She observed and internalized 
this message: women do not speak up, do not lead. This is not limited to 
Sophia or women. In Native American, some Latino and many Asian 
cultures that are more elder oriented and hierarchical, you are not to speak 
until the elders or those with higher position have spoken.  

In order to break through her cultural belief and bias, her organization  
contracted with me for a CQ Leadership and Executive Coaching 
breakthrough. Let’s look at how Sophia did that. 

Changing beliefs and bias and building confidence takes time, 
support, and accountability, key coaching ingredients. Sophia and her 
organization were willing to make the commitment it takes.  While 
Sophia’s boss was encouraging this shift, Sophia went to a deeper level for 

 http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2116057/why-leaders-need-confidence-3

uncertain-environments
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sustainable change and impact through our coaching. She made the crucial 
shift in her leadership mindset, paired with behavioral changes.  

Sophia’s internal belief and bias change led to her stepping into her own 
power by speaking up, taking leadership of meetings, and delegating to 
others more. She also learned to implement our Challenging 
Communication model with a colleague who was continually interrupting 
her in meetings.  

These changes increased the organization’s effectiveness and thus its 
profitability because Sophia reduced the amount of time she was spending 
on conflicts, contributed more in meetings and kept her time and focus on 
her responsibilities. “These sessions have helped me change who I 
am,” she said. Change at the being level is sustainable change! 

When you follow through with your commitments while making the internal 
shifts necessary for sustainability, trust increases. Your trust and 
confidence in yourself as well as others’ trust in you.  

If the entire leadership team had been involved in coaching, we would have 
looked at how the organization was developing talent and onboarding new 
leaders with increased Cultural Intelligence for even greater results. 

Like Sophia and her organization are you ready to make sustainable 
change for greater impact and income, to keep you on the cutting edge? 

Youtube link with closed caption: https://youtu.be/x7SSIQ-zEls 
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Bonus Chapter 3:  Two Keys to Impactful Communication 

This message is designed to support you in increasing your positive 
impactful communication with your coaching clients, in quarterly reviews, 
with your team, your family, at social gatherings. You can use these two 
impactful communication keys anywhere, anytime. 

The first key is "The Directometer": adjusting your communication to your 
audience. It just makes sense, right? You might not communicate the same 
way to an adult that you would to a small child, for instance, and there are 
many other factors to take into consideration. I am working with a leader 
around employee engagement, and considering how and when to dial up or 
down on "the Directometer" according to who he is speaking with, for 
example, how experienced and confident they are. There is a big cultural 
difference around this, including gender and generation. Stop and 
consider who you are talking with and how direct to be for the 
greatest impactful communication, keeping cultural differences in 
mind. 
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The second key I find really fun and hope you do too. And that is to use 
"You are" statements. In coaching, work, socially and with family, it is really 
powerful. I used one with Brighton West when he interviewed me on Direct 
Communication for Coaches and his response was "That's awesome and I 
had this nice little flush when you said that." Tune in to our 10 minute video 
interview to hear what I said and how I delivered it, as well as other 
applications of Direct Communication especially for coaches. Podcast fans, 
tune into Meg Rentschler's 38 minute podcast interview with me, designed 
to raise your Cultural Intelligence as well as improve your Direct 
Communication impact. 

The most powerful message I have received was from a trainee: "Marilyn, 
you are a gentle, spiritual soul, and yet powerful and provocative at the 
same time." Wow, that's my favorite ever. What positive "you are" 
statements will you give in quarterly reviews, to your team, your family, 
friends, and yourself? Instead of just saying I like your tie, for example, you 
could say, "You really know how to put your wardrobe together. You always 
look great. You are a great representative of our team (or office)." 

What "You Are" statements will you make, with who? 

How are you dialing up or down on the Directometer for your greatest 
positive impactful communication? 

Youtube with closed caption: https://youtu.be/2DOrDcA2W6U 
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